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Uranus Square Pluto
by Soror Bones L.I.T.L.- L.U.W.
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

The Serpent Flame

Pluto in Capricorn: Jan. 25 – June 1 3, 2008 and November 26,
2008 – March 23, 2023.

The Official Organ of Ordo
Templi Orientis Canada

Uranus in Aries: March 11 , 2011 – May 1 5, 201 8.
PEAK DATES OF URANUS SQUARE PLUTO THIS YEAR: May
20, 201 3 and November 1 , 201 3.
Uranus and Pluto are two of the three outer planets and, in the
overall scheme of things, these influences are slow moving and
they collectively have an extreme impact on everyone in the long
run. Strong impact is particularly potent when the outer planets are
in an aspect with each other.
At one time Aleister Crowley pointed out to astrologer Evangeline
Adams that Neptune (the other one of the three outer planets) was
not that significant in a person’s astrological chart by virtue of how
slowly it travels. In a sense he was quite correct, what Ms. Adams
needed to understand is that large groups of people share the
commonality of an outer planet being in a particular sign, so it
therefore fails to tell you much about their personal makeup.
However, through my own observations, I have discovered that
whenever the outer planets are found specifically in an influential
position to the formation of the personal planets in the birth-chart,
then that individual is more likely to have a greater impact on
history or on those around them. The three outer planets represent
the voice of the gods – the three mother letters - and sometimes
they are poised to speak directly into a person’s ears.
The exact peak occurrence dates for Uranus square Pluto are:
June 24, 201 2, September 1 8, 201 2, May 20, 201 3, November 1 ,
201 3, April 21 , 201 4, and March 1 7, 201 5. The effects of this
aspect will continue to reverberate through the year 201 8 and by
then we should have a fairly complete grasp on the dimensions and
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scope of its overall influence. This is the time to pay attention to the signs of revolution and
unprecedented, or permanent, change. This aspect last occurred in the early 1 930s, and it won’t
return, after this next phase, until the early 2070s.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is not the sort of thing that occurs all at once. It steps into
our lives like the vibration of a Giant’s approaching footsteps. It slips in and out its orbital influence
range for months at a time. At times it can seem ominous, dangerous, frenzied, and explosive.
In a big way, this rare, slow moving, astrology aspect represents revolution (Uranus) in conflict with
(the square aspect) superpowers and the rising generations (Pluto). Uranus is the outer planet that
represents revolution, chaos, explosive energy, and big changes. Pluto is known as the underworld
god, the one who tests and evaluates the stability of all things, and where there is weakness, Pluto
removes or annihilates weakness with power plays, dominate force, illness, famine, decay, and
putrefaction. Pluto purifies or cleans away that which is dead and gone. In the square position,
these two planets are a force to be reckoned with, especially while they sit on the cardinal points of
the zodiac affecting change in leadership and world powers. Everyone will play a role in this
revolution of power struggles and big changes.
One of the keys to understanding the true
significance to what’s going on around us at this
malleable and highly influential period of history is to
recognize the sharp rise in overall consciousness. We
adapt to new information so quickly in this high speed
Internet reality of ours that we are not aware of how
truly adaptable we are to the power of shifting
consciousness. During a lot of our history people did
not have the acumen for comprehending change at
the rate we have currently achieved. Uranus in Aries
brings an enterprising stream of awareness that is
teaching us how to move through the chaos with
unprecedented streams of consciousness. Pluto in
Capricorn gives us the wherewithal to do the
impossible in the face of mass destruction. Our
powers of makeshift adaptability will be the backbone of enduring these times with a sense of
purpose, influence, and ingenuity. What many people will discover is that they are not powerless,
controllable, or predictable. The biggest ways we as Thelemites can influence these times is
through our basic ways of thinking and acting as reflected in the promulgation of the law of
Thelema.
Love is the law, love under will.
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You Are What You Eat: On Becoming God by Eating God
in the Ritual of the Gnostic Mass of the O.T.O.
by Frater Iskandar
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
And, forasmuch as meat and drink are transmuted in us daily into spiritual
substance, I believe in the Miracle of the Mass.
Aleister Crowley, Liber XV
This whole world is nothing but food.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
It is a truism to state that there are many paths that lead to the accomplishment of the Great Work.
Meditation, prayer, devotion, and ritual are among the most common of these paths. The approach
of the O.T.O. lays out the methodology of the accomplishment of the Great Work and the
achievement of the Summum Bonum by providing esoteric instructions in two principal ways:
through a graded series of initiations and through the participation in its central ecclesiastic rite, the
Gnostic Mass (Liber XV). And the message of the Gnostic Mass and its answer to the question,
“How to accomplish the Great Work?” is: “Through the mystery of the Eucharist” or, more simply:
“By eating.” According to this model, one accomplishes the Great Work and becomes divine by
eating God.
In order to elaborate on the above, let us first recall that this approach to the mystery of the
sacrificial food is not unique to the O.T.O. but is in fact a very old and widely attested practice in the
historical world religions. In our culture, the closest parallel – with certain important differences – is
found in Christianity, with Jesus at the Last Supper admonishing his disciples to eat bread and
drink wine in memory of him, because these were his body and blood. In the course of
development, the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches accepted the dogma of
transubstantiation, according to which during the ritual of the Mass the bread and wine literally
change into the body and blood of Christ. Without denying the fact that to the adherents of the faith
the Eucharist represents a complex and profound sacred mystery, from an obvious point of view
the act of consuming the consecrated host does amount to the eating of God. (The difference from
Liber XV being, of course, that as a result of this act it is not commonly assumed that a person
realizes that there is no part of him or her that is not part of the Gods; instead, the inner presence
of grace is the objective; nevertheless, a sense of union with Christ is also one of the assumed
effects of the consummation of the consecrated host.)
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In Hinduism, in its earliest form of Vedic religion, one of the most common types of the sacrifice
involved the making and ritual drinking of Soma. Soma was simultaneously the plant, the drink
extracted from the plant, and the God associated with the plant. By drinking Soma, one would have
ecstatic and luminous experiences involving the sense of entering the company of Gods and
achieving immortality. Later, with the development of Temple-centered worship, the purpose of the
visit to the Temple would be to see the God(s) – to have a darshana, an eye-to-eye contact with
them – and as a visitor and guest, one would bring presents, typically food and flowers. The food is
offered to the God, is symbolically “eaten” by Him or Her, and then returned to the worshipper (for
personal use or distribution among family and friends). Such a food, called prasada, is considered
to be imbued by the divine essence (it was “chewed” by God after all) and as such it imparts this
essence to the devout by being consumed. Here again we have the principle that some form of
union with God or a Goddess is made possible by eating food considered divine in its properties.
From an important point of view, what is involved in these practices is an activity that we may
safely interpret and define as alchemical. Alchemy is primarily the science and art of
transmutations, by the process of which the base “metals” are changed into their refined
equivalents: the lead is being transformed into gold. One such transmutation, of meat and drink
into spiritual substance, is mentioned in the motto above, quoted from Liber XV. Significantly, in
one of his most explicit discussions on the subject, in Magick in Theory and Practice (Chapter XX),
Aleister Crowley’s description of the Eucharist is coupled with the discussion of Alchemy. Here he
provides a succinct account of the effects that a continuous practice of the Eucharistic meal is
supposed to have:
"The magician becomes filled with God, fed upon God, intoxicated with God. Little by little his body will become
purified by the internal lustration of God; day by day his mortal frame, shedding its earthly elements, will
become in very truth the Temple of the Holy Ghost. Day by day matter is replaced by Spirit, the human by the
divine; ultimately the change will be complete; God manifest in flesh will be his name."

From an obvious perspective, again, to consume something is a sure means to unite with it. It
follows that in order to unite with God, one should eat God. In Crowley’s formulation from the same
text, the crux of the issue and the method of procedure is as follows: “Take a substance symbolic
of the whole course of nature, make it God, and consume it.” But how is this actually
accomplished? The answer, or rather one of the answers, lies in an ability to treat the “food,” let us
say the Cake of Light and the Cup of Wine (the Eucharistic food and drink used in the Gnostic
Mass), in a reverential manner. There are no crude miracles in magick as there are no tricks in
magick, and the law of karma (cause and effect) is absolute: to get something we need to give
something. To become God by eating God we need to treat the food (the Eucharist) as God.
Otherwise, if we approach the Cake of Light as a funny little thing we will, by eating it, only be filled
with the funny little thing. As Crowley famously addressed A.E. Waite, “the world of Magic is a
mirror, wherein who sees muck is muck.”
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The proper attitude is, therefore, essential. In addition, it is important to keep in mind that nature is
a continuum and that all of the reality is a network of mutually interpenetrated and correlated
phenomena: one thing stands for all the things and vice versa, as in the Buddhist metaphor of
Indra’s Net, which bears close resemblance to what Crowley refers to as the “Star-Sponge Vision.”
Thus, while we approach this mystery of the Eucharist by considering the Cake of Light and the
Cup of Wine as symbolic representations of the “life of the Sun” and “joy of the Earth” (or of Will
and Love, Thelema and Agape, if you will), we also eventually realize that the chain of associations
and connections expands indefinitely and that everything and everyone is also a sacramental
object signifying divinity. Like a series of concentric ripples on an endless ocean, what starts as a
transient flash of Samadhi – a sudden realization of the actual, embodied, meaning of the Eucharist
at the moment of eating the Cake and drinking the Wine at a Mass – eventually, through constant
practice and recurrent recollections, develops into a sacramental attitude towards the whole of
reality. People, objects, and events acquire spiritual significance. Not only the Eucharist is a symbol
– the eating is also a symbol: of being connected to, getting in touch with, being aware of, being
sustained by, being inspired by, consuming and being consumed. In the words of the
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, referring to the knowledge of subtle connections that exist behind
plurality of phenomena, “When a man knows this, he becomes the eater of this whole world, and
the whole world here becomes his food.” Such is the miracle and alchemy of the Eucharist.
Love is the law, love under wil.
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Métaphysique de Liberté Thélémique
par Frater Theodbald
Un des points philosophiques saillants de la Théléma, dont on ne remarque que trop peu
fréquemment, est sa conception de la réalité complètement différente du modèle ontologique
généralement priorisée et valorisée en occident. Ce court exposé tentera de mettre en lumière les
particularités unique du modèle Thélémique en contraste avec le modèle usuel.
Définissons d'abord le modèle occidental : à son expression la plus simple, il s'agit d'une réalité
objective universelle, préexistante à l'humanité. Cela peut se traduire dans la pensée religieuse et
spirituelle épistémologiquement par le monothéisme et ses dérivés, comme l'hénothéisme et le
panthéisme ; ontologiquement par le créationnisme et ses dérivés, comme l'émanationnisme.
Scientifiquement, cela se traduit épistémologiquement dans le processus scientifique et
ontologiquement dans le « big bang » ; sans oublier le postulat ontologique (voire le dogme) de la
science voulant que tout ce qui existe soit observable et quantifiable, soit matière et énergie,
agissant par des lois mathématiques précises et immuables comme Dieu. En dépit que la science
et la religion soient en désaccord fondamental sur les modalités existentielles de cette réalité, il
reste que les deux soient d'accord sur le principe qu'il n'y ait qu'une seule « Prima Causa » de la
réalité et que cette unique réalité soit universelle.
La Théléma renverse cette vision du monde. Plutôt qu'une démarche interrogative sur la réalité,
elle propose la démarche exclamative de celles-ci. La marche victorieuse de chaque Volonté
plutôt qu'une position soumise aux forces extérieures. (« Si la Volonté s’arrête et s’écrie Pourquoi,
invoquant Parce Que, alors la Volonté s’arrête & ne fait rien. » AL 2:30)
Premièrement, constatons que la « réalité objective » telle que socialement argumentée est
d'abord et avant tout une réalité consensuelle, c'est à dire qu'elle n'est rien de plus qu'une entente
collective (ou autoritaire) pour que chacun décrive son vécu et ses observations d'une façon
identique, ou du moins d'un langage commun, avec le résultat inévitable de conclure qu'il n'existe
qu'une seule réalité objective. (L'expression du savoir le conforme toujours à sa structure
d'expression : le médium est le message.) Cette simple constatation défait la tyranie de la «réalité
imposée» et vient corollairement re-responsabiliser l'individu dans sa participation à la création de
cette réalité, résultante d'une interrelation entre l'individu et autrui.
Deuxièmement, il faut noter qu'une réalité objective préexistante (appelons ça oxymoronniquement
le « monothéisme athée » ou disons encore la « Prima Causa ») n'est pas nécessaire pour
expliquer la réalité. La Prima Causa est une possibilité logique certes, mais elle n'est pas la seule
qui soit valable, comme le démontre l'alternative proposée par la Théléma.
« Chaque homme et chaque femme est une étoile. » AL 1 :3 Chaque personne est considérée
comme un tout complet et autojustifié. Chaque être existe en soi.
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Plutôt que d'une seule « Prima Causa », c'est-à-dire un unique point ontologique duquel tout
découle et duquel tout fait partie, la Théléma propose qu'il y aurait une multitude (une plérôme ou
une infinité) de points ontologiques avec laquelle s'est bâtie la réalité que l'on connaît. Ce que
nous appelons la réalité est un schème d'interrelations entre un nombre indéfini mais forcément
limité (sans pour autant être fermé à l'infinité de possibilités) de points ontologiques (d'êtres),
virtuellement construite à partir des relations entre la pluralité de réalités singulières et uniques. La
«réalité» est, selon la Théléma (avec laquelle l'hypothèse constructive (maçonnique) partage ces
concepts philosophiques), une propriété émergeante (n'existant pas à priori, mais à postiori) de
l'intersubjectivité ontologique.
Pour le dire autrement, il existe une infinité d'êtres (ou unités ontologiques) mais il n'existe pas de
trame de fond, voire de matrice unique qui les unit. Toute trame sera construite à même le néant
(«Je suis seul : il n’y a pas de Dieu où je suis.» AL 2:23) à partir des relations entre les êtres
individuels («Car je suis divisée par égard pour l’amour, pour l’opportunité de l’union.» AL 1 :29).
Il est important de préciser que la Théléma n'est pas une philosophie relativiste. Le relativisme
n'étant qu'un concept au sein de la théorie de la « réalité objective préexistante » qui donne au
penseur un peu d'espace pour échapper à la tyrannie de celle-ci. Certains pourraient même
argumenter que, selon la Théléma, le relativisme appartient à la réalité de l'Aeon précédent. (Le
système des aeons étant compris comme un modèle développemental psychohistorique au sein
de la Théléma.) L'enfant couronné, c'est l'indépendance existentielle totale de chaque être.
Si Sartres disait : « l'existence précède l'essence », la Théléma peut répondre : « l'infinité des
existences créent et définissent, par interaction de volontés, les possibilités d'essence. » Et, à
l'instar de Sartres qui disait que « l'enfer, c'est les autres », la Théléma rétorque que la Liberté est
précisément ce qui unit et qui transmute l'enfer, par la Volonté, en extase. (« Comme des frères
battez-vous ! » AL 3:59 et « Il n’est d’autre lien que l’amour qui puisse unir le divisé» AL 1 :41 ).
René Guénon, dans son « Symbolisme de la Croix » pousse un peu plus loin la conception en
postulant que de par la nature même de l'infini, tous les points gravitent nécessairement autour
d'un centre non-localisé, réconciliant donc la contradiction apparente entre la conception de la
«Prima Causa» et de la conception multiple. Cette réconciliation s'entrevoit également dans la
philosophie Thélémite. «Chaque nombre est infini ; il n’y a pas de différence.» AL 1 :4 Chaque «
point ontologique » est également d'une indéfinité illimité en soi : chaque être est un, mais il est
aussi multiple. Le microcosme est un reflet du macrocosme et vice-versa.
Autrement dit, la philosophie Thélémique ne va pas à l'encontre du « monisme » ou de la
philosophie hermétique de l'unité de l'existence : mais le modèle Thélémique oppose l'unicité
logique de l'infini (qui est davantage fidèle à la tradition hermétique) au modèle moderne qui
postule l'unisubstantialité infinie (qui est davantage fidèle aux traditions monothéistes). Ou, pour
reprendre une métaphore utilisée par Crowley : nous savons désormais qu'il n'y a pas qu'un seul
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soleil (conscience primordiale) qui illumine l'univers, mais un nombre incalculable de soleils qui
communiquent ensembles par leur lumière et leurs forces de gravité qui leur est propre.
(Rétorquer que tous les soleils viennent du même « Big Bang » est hors de propos, car cette
métaphore vient du modèle cosmologique de « l'État Stationnaire », qui dominait la pensée
scientifique de l'époque.)
On peut argumenter que tout ce questionnement d'ordre métaphysique est sans importance, sans
conséquence, que dans les faits cela ne change rien, car la « réalité » est effectivement
manifestée telle qu'elle l'est, indépendamment de la façon dont elle est ontologiquement construite
ou organisée. Cependant, cela trouve toute son importance lorsqu'on considère que la réalité
objective préexistante donne un caractère fixe ou immuable à la réalité, tandis que la perspective
Thélémique admet que la réalité peut changer en fonction des éléments qui la créent. Autrement
dit, dans un cas, on subit la réalité mais dans l'autre cas, nous en sommes les co-créateurs.
Psychologiquement, une théorie est plus favorable à la création d'un sentiment de certitude face à
la question existentielle, tandis que l'autre théorie est plus favorable à renforcir son sentiment de
pouvoir et à sa capacité individuelle à opérer des changements : la démarche interrogative versus
la démarche exclamative, « le bossu et le soldat. »
En guise de conclusion, la structure métaphysique même de la Théléma nous invite tous à porter
notre Couronne : la réalisation de notre Vraie Volonté et rien d'autre («Je suis unique &
conquérant.» AL 2:49), faisant de nous rien de moins que les Souverains Pontifes de la réalité, en
harmonie par notre Volonté et Amour (93!) avec les autres Souverains Pontifes de la réalité. La
réalité comme oeuvre d'art de la Liberté. Tout le reste n'est que servitude à une réalité (royaume)
imposée par autrui. («Ainsi les rois de la terre seront Rois pour toujours : les esclaves serviront.»
AL 2:58)
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The Tetractys of Pythagoras
by Frater 72

Pythagoras is a Gnostic Saint, and one of humanity’s heroes. The father of Western philosophy,
he was the first person to call himself a philosopher, or lover of wisdom. He authored many of the
great theorems of geometry, and much mathematical and philosophical wisdom handed down to
us through the ages has been attributed to his teachings. He believed that the universe was orderly
and harmonious, and his principles and ethics form the basis of many of our modern structures of
benevolent government.
Pythagoras’ philosophical teachings are summarized in the Tetractys, his symbol for divinity. This
allocation of the Tetractys symbol to divinity was not fancy, but carefully constructed mathematical
logic,based on a symbolic representation of the creation of the universe.
The Triangle is based on the number Three, and at its
angles we find the three great columns, Strength,
Mercy, and Beauty. Connecting the points of the
Tetractys by lines, we have within the triangle nine
smaller equilateral triangles, or three times three, each
capable of a like subdivision ad infinitum, emblem of the
infinite divisibility of matter: the Triple Triangle. Initiates
will no doubt recognize other symbology explained by
their degrees.
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The Tetractys explains the organization of space,
and the evolution of matter as described by Crowley
in the Naples Arrangement
1 . the first row represents zero-dimensions
(a point).
2. the second row represent one-dimension
(a line of two points).
3. the third row represent two-dimensions
(a plane defined by a triangle of three points).
4. the fourth row represent three-dimensions
(a tetrahedron defined by four points).

The Tetractys merges and combines great and
diverse systems of philosophy
1 . The first row represents the unity of deity, the
primordial point, and all systems of monotheism..
2.
The second row encompasses all systems of
duality, including the Yin-Yang of the Taoists, active and
passive, male and female, sun and moon, all
opposites and polarities.
3. The third row portrays the three elements of the
alchemists, sulfur, mercury, and salt, symbolically the
soul, spirit and body, and all trinities, Vishnu, Brahma
and Shiva etc..
4. The fourth row manifests the four ancient elements,
fire, air, water, and earth, the four winds, the four
seasons, and the four directions.
Each of these rows comprises a complete system of
philosophy of the creation and operation of the world we
live in. Together, they form a philosophical “unified field
theory”.
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The compass and the flower of life
The compass is the one tool one uses to create the
Tetractys. Even better, in order to make the Tetractys
one must first construct the flower of life. This includes
the opening lotus, revealing the sun in the midst of the
twelve petals of the zodiac.

Pythagorean system of music
The Pythagorean musical system was also based on
the Tetractys, and the octaves and relationships
between the notes that we use in modern music today
are mathematically proportionate to his Tetractys,
and based on a length of vibrating string.
The rows show the ratios of 4:3 (perfect fourth), 3:2
(perfect fifth), 2:1 (octave), forming the basic intervals of
the Pythagorean scales.

2:1
3:2
4:3

The Tetractys and the Cabala
The cabalists were known to form the Tetractys from
yods, and it was used by the Hebrews as a mystic mode
of writing the name of Deity, having reference to the ten
SEPHIROTH or Emanations of the Deity, as well as
outlining the process of creation.
In fact the sephiroth do fit nicely on the Tetractys matrix.
This diagram show one interpretation of the
relationships of the figures with the tetragrammaton.
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The Tetragrammaton is integral to an understanding of
the Tetractys. If you are familiar with the significance of
the number 72, you may know there are 72 names of
God, in the Shem ha-Mephorash ( )המפורש שםwhich are
stated in Exodus 1 4:1 9-21 , and there are 72 old men of
the synagogue in the Zohar. There are also 72 Djinn in
the ancient Arabic creation tale of the brazen vessel, 72
spirits in the Goetia, and 72 accomplices of Set
who overcome Osiris.
Astrologically the axis of the earth moves of one
degree every 72 years compared to the stars and the
vault of heaven, resulting in the procession of the
equinoxes.
By connecting the points of the Tetractys correctly, the
Cubical Stone, a solid body, becomes singularly visible
on the plane surface within the Triangle. This again
refers to the deity. The perfect cube has 1 2 lines, 8
points, and 6 faces. 1 2 + 8 + 6 = 26, the number of
hvhy, the deity in Hebrew cabala, and
strong number 26 of Love in Greek cabala.
This perfect cube which symbolizes the deity is also
simultaneously the perfect ashlar of the Freemasons,
and the Kaaba at Mecca.
Thus the Tetractys is the synergy of the symbols of deity of multiple systems of thought, religion,
and philosophy. Each of these images and philosophies will reward our further research.
DISCLAIMER
None of these thoughts are original to me. I rephrased other philosophers who rephrased others back and back for the
last 2500 years. Some of the pictures I drew, and some I got through google images, but they have all been drawn
before, and before that.
© Copyright nonetheless to Ridgley Clark, 201 3
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(Alpha) Psych-e-delic (OMega)
The Divine Comedy
Laughter weeps in mockery,
laughter's wisdom is irony,
humor's great genius is silence...

Last Testament
God met with the Devil,
to tell of its new plan,
“You’ll win your way to Heaven,
if you save the souls of man.
The throne’s still empty, on the left,
with Jesus on the right,
your place, there still, awaits for you,
if you save them of their plight.”
The Devil flapped its battish wings,
its limbs now freed from ice,
and this poem is the song it sings,
as it flies over fields of rice.
It set its hoof upon the Earth,
now reborn in new body,
celestial signs herald the birth,
Of note to nobody.

NEMO hath more than one face, and is found in more
than one place. As Bacchus, horned, born of the vine.
Or Puck, within a play divine, drunken Dionysstic
dance, and Mayan psychedelic trance. The Fool with
Anahata's snake, web and flow like waves that break.
Abraxas, comes to guide me NOW, spirit, clothed in
OMens. AMEN and AUM inside of every mOMent.
Seated upon the swan, the AUM, flying with the wings
of fate. Towards my dream, my destiny, carried in
clouds to Heaven's gate. San Pedro hands me the
stone, as Pan I'm Peter's key. Awake within the dream
of life chasing ghosts and destiny.

He grew up quickly, strong and smart,
with lion’s lust for life,
in love he fell, an earthy girl,
Who would become his wife.
She was a maiden of the corn,
with hair as fierce as fire,
as a Goddess, she, he did adorn,
now no longer a liar.
He much forgot his deal with God,
Who always silent, does not prod,
It knows the charms of Earthy bliss,
The springtime sun, a summer’s kiss.
“Much to it, this blood and bone!
so long in Hell, I was alone!
Now my heart beats, I breathe the air!
No putrid sulphur fumes to bear!
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An fire, ‘stead of torture me,
shines in the sky, so peacefully!
Yet many, still are human woes,
We stumble, stub our karmic toes.”
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The Wheel that spins eternity!

2

All that Fall, shall Rise again,
Whom head the call, whom live in sin,
all wandered ways, all ways of praise,
are all as One, at End of Days.

He suffered loss, later in life,
Full knew the pain of all heart’s strife,
He labored long as he did suffer,
Toiling the Earth, to think not of her.

Then as the hour strikes the clock,
We spin in space, we tick we tock,
As if nothing happened at all,
‘till next time we heed Heaven’s call”.

Yet every year, the corn would grow,
And all of time, his heart would know,
He watered crops, tears from his eyes,
Which fell as rain does from the skies.

Ayam Yogi Abraxas

He longed for death, scythed with a sickle,
labored hard for just a nickel.
When he had harvested the wheat,
He fell in a grave before his feet.
3
The Devil met with God,
to speak to it of Man,
“These creatures deserve, more than me,
to sit at yourleft hand.”
“Ah! Now you see, yes now you see,
My majesty of plan!
You too, you played your part for me,
Perfectly as one can.
Ye, who would not bow before them,
Now suddenly, thou dost adore them!
Have you a heart? Compassion born?
Dost thou no longer hate and scorn?
Then sitteth thee, here at my side,
they too shall come, sure as the tide.
As it once was, so shalt it be!
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Liber Liberōrum vel Infantium
Sub Figura √2
Being the Accidental Entanglement of an uncertain Liable Inept with her own Ineptness.
These are the Cute-Little-Diagrams by a Street Artist illustrating what is going on with two
Emo Kids in the Temple.
No class really in it.
by Soror Laylah
(Daughter of Sunset Lodge)
PROLOGUE
0.

Not so long ago we were sipping evening drinks comfortably sprawled in my living room.

1.

Subjects were slipping in and out, keeping our knowledge bemused and the
conversation lively.

2.

One way or another the question was raised about the two officers of the Mass, two
children – the positive and the negative one – clothed in white and black and attending
their respective altars of male and female Elements:

3.

What colour wears which child and what altar it attends?

4.

Two polarities, plus two colours, plus two elemental groups; how many ways can two
children be lined up in the given set of 6! Liberī pauperī.

5.

Poor kids!

6.

There is no way to ask them, they don’t even get a line in the script – infantes!

7.

Not much help in stage directions fit to a Laconian standard of terse.

8.

Needless to say, our evening ease quickly dissipated and the company parted without ever
agreeing,

9.

“Whether this one was that one ]or that one was this one
Or which one was what one ]or what one was who.”
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1.

Oh, man! it bothered me.

2.

What kind of directions is it if it directs us everywhere?

3.

Agreed; a written word, and none less a spoken one, breeds limitless interpretation.

4.

But still.

5.

What do we do if we want to set the two kids on stage?

6.

So, I took the script in one hand and, with the other, I sketched all the scenarios that
involve the little buggers.

7.

Soon I realised that the stage directions of the script have to be taken in relation with
the general outline of the Temple.

8.

Everything, from the kids’ clothing to their position, is derived from the relation of these two
dramatis personae to the two Pillars of the Temple.

9.

Countercharges in black and white, carried from the Pillars through the Children and into the
altars of the Elements portray the fundamental setting of the Mystery play – the refractions
of waves of Light that seem to us as the interplay of the elements.

1 0.

So, let me tell you how I see it.
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De vestibus liberōrum
It is not the case that the children are dressed respectively one in black another in white. The
directions of the Mystery play indicate for every character to be dressed in a combination of
colours. The parallelism of the instructions regarding the clothing of the characters is obvious.

“Two children clothed in white and black,” means that both children are clothed in both white and
black. However, each child shall reflect the countercharges in black and white that characterise
one of the Pillars of the Temple. Thus, the child positioned on the side of Boaz shall wear a white
alb under a black chasuble, whereas the child positioned on the side of Jachin shall wear a black
alb under a white chasuble.
De naturā liberōrum
The relation of the children to the Pillars of the Temple determines their nature in terms of their
polarity. Thus Boaz, the Pillar emanating from the sphere of Binah, indicates the position of the
negative child; whereas Jachin, the Pillar emanating from the sphere of Chokhmah, indicates the
position of the positive child. Such arrangement is reinforced in the following stage directions:
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Likewise, the relation to the Pillars determines which child shall carry what Elements to their
respective altars. Jachin, being the extension of the masculine qualities of the Father, determines
that the positive child, wearing a white chasuble over a black alb, shall carry the male Elements
(censer and incense) to the altar of Fire and Air. Similarly Boaz, being the extension of the
feminine qualities of the Mother, determines that the negative child, wearing a black chasuble over
a white alb, shall carry the female Elements (water and salt) to the altar of Water and Earth.

De locū liberōrum

It is worth noting that the colours of the children’s albs are further counteracted with the colours of
their respective altars. The white-albed child ministers the black altar, while the black-albed child
ministers the white font. This countercharge is due to the position of both the children and their
respective altars. The children’s robes directly reflect the Supernal Triad as the locus of their
emanation. The colours of their robes are directly proportional to the colours of the Pillars. On the
other hand, the altars of the Elements are located on the other side of the Great Sea, and their
colours are inversely proportional (black for male Elements and white for the female ones).
At the last round of the via serpentis, or the serpentine circumambulation, the children appear to
have assumed their posts at the altars. There is no instruction as to how this is done. The
instructions regarding the order in which the priestess and the children are lined up during the
circumambulation, as well as the logistics of the serpentine path, have prompted me to envision the
children leaving the Priestess, one by one and starting from the end of the file, during the last
round. I have positioned the positive child to the South of the altar and the negative child to the
North for the sake of the Temple symmetry.
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Here are, then, the cute little diagrams that might supplement the directions about the children in
the Temple.
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Reviews
by Sr. B. Thelema (Victorious City Lodge)

Jeff, Who Lives At Home (2011). Written and directed by Mark Duplass. With Jason Segal, Ed
Helms, Susan Sarandon, Judy Greer, and Rae Dawn Chong.

Inspired by the movie Signs and a gnawing feeling to discover his true purpose, Jeff says yes to a
magical and mundane adventure which leads to his hearts desire. Funny, bizarre and lovely stories
unfold around breaking taboo, marriage, and honoring the trans-personal. The primal theme is
operating on the condition of experiencing all phenomenon as particular dealings of God with our
soul. This cast of awesome characters discover that spirit is manifest in the details.This as a fresh,
family friendly movie that I think other Thelemites might enjoy.

© Paramount Pictures
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Lady of the Stars by Soror Laylah
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National Officers and Local Body Contacts

O.T.O. Canada

http://www.oto-canada.org
• Frater Superior's Representative, Frater Iskandar fsr@oto-canada.org
• O.T.O. Canada Secretary, Soror L.I.T.L. - L.U.W. secretary@oto-canada.org
• O.T.O. Canada Treasurer, Frater Mercurius treasurer@oto-canada.org
• O.T.O. Canada Quartermaster, Soror Laylah quartermaster@oto-canada.org
See also the International O.T.O. website: http://www.oto.org/

Local Bodies
British Columbia
Victoria - Victorious City Lodge
• http://vcl-oto.org/
• info@vcl-oto.org

Vancouver - Daughter of Sunset Lodge

• http://www.daughterofsunset-oto.org/
• body_master@daughterofsunset-oto.org
• secretary@daughterofsunset-oto.org
• treasurer@daughterofsunset-oto.org

Ontario
Toronto - Amon Ra Lodge

• http://www.amonralodge.org/
• Amonralodgemaster@rogers.com
• amon-ralodgesecretary@oath.com

Québec
Montréal - Mystic Rose Oasis

• http://www.facebook.com/OrdoTempliOrientisMontreal
• http://mysticrose.magiqc.net/
• fraterliber@gmail.com
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